One of the key signatures of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) is the modification of hadron and direct photon spectra in heavy-ion collisions as compared to proton-proton (pp) collisions. Suppression of hadron production at high transverse momenta in heavy-ion collisions can be explained by the energy loss of the partons produced in the hard scattering processes which traverse the hot and dense QCD matter. The dependence of the observed suppression on the transverse momentum (p T ) of the measured hadron towards higher p T is an important input for the theoretical understanding of jet quenching effects in the QGP and the nature of energy loss. Another key observable which has helped establish the energy loss picture, is high p T direct photon production for which no suppression is expected. For low p T photon production, it is expected that thermal sources will lead to enhancement of direct photons. We report an overview of photon and neutral meson production measurements by the ALICE experiment at the LHC in heavy-ion and pp collisions.
Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the established theory of strongly interacting matter, predicts that above a critical energy density, hadrons, the constituents of nuclear matter at low temperature, decompose into a plasma of quarks and gluons. Such a state is believed to have existed a few microseconds after the Big Bang [1] . Colliding heavy ions at relativistic energies is a way to study and characterize the QGP. ALICE is the only experiment at the LHC optimized to study the QGP [2] .
The observed suppression of hadron production at high transverse momenta in heavy-ion collisions has been interpreted as energy loss of the scattered parton in the hot and dense strongly-interacting QGP formed in the collision. Photons and mesons are interesting probes of the QGP as their birth typically occurs at different stages of the collision [3] . In pp collisions, photons are produced at the initial state of collisions while hadrons are produced from parton fragmentation in the QCD vacuum. Within the QGP and in central heavy ion collisions, scattered partons interact strongly with the medium leading to modifications of parton fragmentation while photons typically do not interact with the medium. Both of these latter effects can be observed via inclusive spectra modifications and hadron-hadron correlations [3] . Direct photons are produced not only at the initial stage of the collisions such as in pp collisions but also during the whole evolution of the QGP in final state scattering processes. Direct photon production at high p T probes binary N N scaling while at low p T an excess of direct photons would indicate thermal radiation of the quark gluon plasma. [4] 
ALICE detection of photons
The ALICE detector measures photons with three fully complementary methods: photon conversion method (PCM) and electromagnetic shower calorimetry using two detectors: PHOS and EMCal. The PCM method measures photons and meson yields by reconstructing e + e − pairs proceeding from photon conversions in the material of ALICE inner detectors. The electromagnetic calorimeters PHOS and EMCal are based on energy measurements via total absorption of particles.
PCM measurements use the ALICE inner tracking system (ITS) and the time projection chamber (TPC). The conversion point can be reconstructed with a z and φ resolution of 1.5 cm and 7 mrad respectively. While photon conversion probability X/X 0 = (11.4 ± 0.5 sys %) is small it is compensated by its wide acceptance: full azimuthal acceptance and 1.8 units of pseudo rapidity coverage.
The PHOS detector [5] is a high granularity calorimeter (σ E(GeV) /E = 0.018/E ⊕ 0.033/ √ E ⊕ 0.011) composed of PbWO 4 crystals with 3 modules at 4.6 m from ALICE's interaction point (IP). It covers a pseudorapidity of 0.26 units and has an azimuthal acceptance of 60
• . The EMCal detector [2] is a modular sampling calorimeter, composed of 77 alternating layers of 1.4 mm lead and 1.7 mm scintillator. The EMCal like PHOS is high granularity detector (σ E(GeV) /E = 0.05/E⊕0.1± 0.04/ √ E ⊕ 0.017) composed of 11 super modules located 4.4 m from ALICE's IP. It covers a pseudorapidity of 1.4 units and has 100
• of azimuthal coverage.
The three detection methods described above provide independent measurements with completely different systematic uncertainties. Their combined measurements of photon observables are thus important to minimize biases. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the ALICE detectors including those which are relevant for neutral meson and photon analyses: PHOS, EMCAL, ITS, and TPC. 
Neutral meson reconstruction
Measurement of π 0 and η mesons is performed by reconstruction the invariant mass M γγ in bins of the diphoton pair's p T . Reconstruction of the invariant mass via the PCM method permits meson measurements starting at p T > 0.4 GeV/c, while the PHOS and EMCal detectors can provide measurements in the intermediate (above 1 GeV/c) and high p T (above 10 GeV/c) regions respectively. invariant mass distributions at different p T bins illustrating typical p T values of the the relevant ALICE detectors [6] .
, 2.76 and 7 TeV
ALICE has measured π 0 invariant yields in pp collisions at three different center of mass energies √ s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV [6, 7] (Fig. 3) . The measurements presented in Fig. 3 indicate a power law dependence at high p T with a measured power value of n = 6.0 ± 0.1 at √ s =2.76 TeV, a value lower than what has been observed with measurements performed at lower √ s [12] . The measurements have additionally been compared to recent next-to-leading order pQCD (NLO pQCD) which have included in their parametrizations CTEQ6M5 parton distribution functions (PDF), DSS and BKK(π 0 ) as well as AESS (π 0 ) fragmentation functions (FF). These comparisons as well as the ratio are illustrated in Fig. 3 . A discrepancy of NLO pQCD and the ALICE data at √ s =2.76 TeV and 7 TeV is observed from these comparisons which may hint towards the FF not yet evolved at this energy. [10] seem to describe the data, in particular at the most central classes of ALICE measurements. Models which in addition of the hydrodynamic description also include color dipole absorption [11] , fail to give an accurate description of the data trend as it can bee seen in Fig. 5 (right) . A manner to quantify the nuclear effects in heavy ion (A-A) collisions is to measure the nuclear modification factor which is defined as: R AA (p T ) = 1 N coll dNAA/dpT dNpp/dpT . R AA compares the yields in Fig. 5 (left) to production in scaled pp collisions from Fig. 3 at the same √ s. This ratio is scaled by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions (N coll ) which are in turn taken from Glauber Monte Carlo simulations [8] . R AA is comprised of initial (Cronin, nuclear shadowing) and final state effects such as jet quenching. These efefcts would need the corresponding measurement in proton-heavy ion (p-A) collisions for proper disentanglement and interpretation. ALICE has measured π 0 R AA in six centrality classes and has found a large π 0 suppression in central Pb-Pb collisions as it can be seen in Fig. 6 . In addition ALICE data when compared to the world measurements at different √ s [7, 13, 14, 15] , indicates an energy dependence with the ALICE's highest √ s data points exhibiting the highest suppression (Fig. 6 right) . 
π 0 -hadron correlations
Correlations between high-p T photons or leading hadrons and charged hadrons are considered as a sensitive probe for studying medium-induced parton energy loss and jet modification in heavy-ion collisions. ALICE has measured the azimuthal angular correlations between neutral pions triggered by ALICE's EMCAL single shower trigger and charged hadrons detected in the central tracker. Fig. 7 (a and b) indicates that a strong suppression of away-side correlation is observed in Pb-Pb central collisions with respect to pp collisions. A similar observable where effects of the medium on the yield of particles in a jet can be studied is the
. The latest I AA results obtained by ALICE are in Fig. 7 (c and d) . Results indicate an I AA enhancement on the near side (Fig. 7 c) , while a suppression is observed (Fig. 7 d) on the away side further supporting the picture of parton energy loss in the medium. The fragmentation function modification measured via high-p T π 0 is consistent with corresponding high-p T charged particle measurements performed by ALICE.
Direct photons: R γ
The method for extracting a direct photon signal depends on the measurement of the inclusive photon yield (γ inc ) via the reconstruction of their conversion products [16] . The direct-photon signal is extracted via a subtraction method defined as:
Rγ )γ inc . Raw photon yields are corrected for purity, reconstruction efficiency and material photon conversion probability. The contribution to the spectrum due to decays: γ decay , is obtained from spectra parametrizations of mesons with photon decay branches (Fig. 8 a) using either measured data (when available) or m T scaling (for the unmeasured sources). The bulk of the contribution of these decays comes from π 0 decays (∼ 80%) and η mesons ∼ 18%. are the decay photons per π 0 . The double ratio serves to minimize the systematic uncertainties and it quantifies the photon signal. A value greater than one indicates the observation of direct photons while a value around unity would indicate no direct photon signal. ALICE preliminary measurements [16] of the double ratio in Fig. 8 b show that in peripheral collisions, as expected, no photon production excess is observed. In central collisions and at low p T (p T <4 GeV/c), an excess of 20% ± 5% stat ± 10% syst has been measured as it can be seen in Fig. 8 c. Comparisons of theoretical calculations have been made in Fig. 8 d however the current uncertainties in the data do not allow to discriminate between predictions beyond 2σ. is the calculated decay photon v 2 from the cocktail calculation as it was the case for the direct photon invariant yields (Fig. 8 a) . Since both measurements of invariant yields and v 2 depend on R γ , the significance of the excess seen in Fig. 9 (left) depends on the critical assessment of systematics and their propagation, both which are still under investigation.
v 3 is the next term in the Fourier transform of the azimuthal distribution of particles. ALICE has measured the inclusive photon v 3 which is in turn a first time measurement at the LHC. The data shown in Fig. 9 (right) indicates that for p T > 3 GeV/c, direct photon v 3 contribution consistent with v describe well π 0 production in pp collisions at higher center of mass energies ( √ s = 2.76 and 7 TeV). A suppression and a √ s dependence is observed for the measured π 0 's R AA . The observed suppression is stronger at the LHC where the collision energy is higher than what had been previously studied. Theoretical models concerning π 0 production in Pb-Pb collisions only partially describe ALICE data. π 0 -hadron correlations have been measured in pp and Pb-Pb collisions. The results indicate an away-side suppression in central collisions pointing towards the observation of parton energy loss. Direct photon R γ and invariant yields have been measured in two centrality classes. The interpretation of these results are still awaiting a more detailed treatment of the current systematics. Direct photon v 2 and a first measurement of inclusive photon v 3 at the LHC has been measured in Pb-Pb collisions in the 0-40% centrality class. Due to the current statistical limitations, which are expected to improve with the upcoming re-start of LHC operations, no conclusions can be made on v 2 and v 3 .
